Tender Tubing

Item # 2420 - Blue
Item # 2422 - Black
Item # 2424 - Beige

. . . the one CPAP hose cover that makes life easier in a whole list of ways!
Available in blue, black or beige

Plush fleece on one side combats troublesome condensation
in the CPAP tubing and feels
great against the skin.
Full-length durable
zipper has convenient stainless steel
zipper pulls on
both sides to make
tubing insertion a
snap.
It’s reversible, with smooth polyester
on the other side to slide effortlessly
over clothing or bedding.
Tender Tubing is the one CPAP hose cover that combines the best features preferred by all CPAP users
to make life easier. It not only insulates CPAP tubing to combat condensation problems, its tough-buttender construction makes it a very pleasant bedside companion. Tender Tubing benefits include:
• Completely reversible:
- plush fleece side is soft and warm; cool, smooth polyester side cuts bedding drag
• Fleece insulation also cuts tubing noise for sleep ease and environmental comfort
• A full-length, tough easy-glide zipper means struggle-free insertion of the CPAP hose, and ease in
removing Tender Tubing for washing
• Fully machine washable and dryable at low-heat setting
• Hypo-allergenic
With Tender Tubing, you can finally stop sharing your bed with a cold, hard plastic hose!
# 2420-1 Blue - single pack
# 2420-6 Blue - 6-pack
# 2420-48 Blue - case of 48

# 2422-1 Black - single pack
# 2422-6 Black - 6-pack
# 2422-48 Black - case of 48

Captive Technologies, LLC

# 2424-1 Beige - single pack
# 2424-6 Beige - 6-pack
# 2424-48 Beige - case of 48
Available from:

. . . making life a little easier for CPAP users.

V: 619-660-9100
F: 619-660-1394
www.CaptiveTechnologies.com

3755 Avocado Blvd., Ste. 182
La Mesa, CA 91941
E-mail: info@CaptiveTechnologies.com
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